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Ii) limited to the minimum amount consistent
! with the medical benefit to the individual

patient. The individual receiving the exposure
is himself the direct recipient of the benefit
resulting from the procedure. For this reason
it is not appropriate to apply the quantitative
values of the Commission's recommended
dose-equivalent limits to medical exposures.
With certain medical exposures a very much
higher level of risk may in fact be justified by
the benefit derived than by the level judged by
the Commission to be appropriate for occu-
pational exposure or for exposure of members
of the public.

(93) It has already been indicated in para-
* graph 89 that the Commission's recom-
Emended dose-equivalent limits are intended

for planning purposes and refer to that com-
ponent of risk resulting from a particular
practice to which radiation protection applies.
Under the assumption of linearity the risk
from such a practice is unaffected by the risks
from other sources, and it is therefore justifi-

S able to consider separately the doses received
K from such practices from the doses acquired

from medical exposure. In view of the con-
siderations detailed in paragraph 92, the
Commission considers that radiation doses
resulting from medical exposures should not
influence any of the procedures of dose

'limitation applied 'to -exposures from other
sources. However, because of the possibility
of non-stochastic effects developing in theII exceptional cases of workers who have under-
gone radiodiagnosis or radiotherapy involv-

-ing heavy irradiation of part of the body, and
'whose work would involve substantial expos-D ure -of those parts, the working situation

. should be reviewed by the competent medical
authority.,
Implicationsfor non-stochastic effects

i '(94) As already stated, the Commission's
recommended dose-equivalent limits for the
Ui itationof stochastic effects do not apply to

l a Contributions from natural radiation sources
l or from medical exposure. However, the

question of non-stochastic effects merits con-
sideration.

(95) When exposure is limited by considera-
tion of stochastic effects, it is unlikely that the
addition of occupational exposures and
normal medical or natural radiation expos-
ures would cause a total dose equivalent that
would be near threshold values of any harm-
ful non-stochastic effect. Although, in
principle, contributions to the dose
equivalent from all sources (i.e. also from
medical sources and normal natural back-
ground) should be added in assessing the like-
lihood of non-stochastic damage occurring,
the Commission considers that in practice it is
not necessary that this should be done. High
doses from natural radiation sources would
only be expected to occur under the special
conditions mentioned in paragraph 89 and
should in any case then be included under the
dose-equivalent limits to the extent that the
elevated exposures are subject to human
control. In the case of high medical exposures
(e.g. in radiotherapy) it would be the doses
from these exposures that would dominate,
and the consideration of possible risks of non-
stochastic effects (e.g. to the lens of the eye)
would be part of the medical considerations in
the treatment of the patient, rather than the
task of those responsible for radiation
protection in general.

Dose-equivalent limits for workers
(96) As stated in paragraph 77, the Com-

mission's recommended dose-equivalent
limits for occupational exposure have been in
effect for over 20 years. In view of the
emphasis that the Commission places on risk
estimations, it believes it appropriate to assess
the levels of risk that are associated with its
dose-equivalent limits. The Commission
believes that for the foreseeable future a valid
method for judging the acceptability of the
level of risk in radiation work is by comparing
this risk with that for other occupations
recognized as having high standards of safety,
which are generally co'nsidered to be those in

:]
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which the average annual mortality due to any"IndexofHarm"onthisbasisisgiven in
occupational hazards does not exceed 10-*. a report on this topic being prepared for the'.'
In most occupations, fatalities, whether due Commission; however, no such criterion canj
to accidents or disease, are accompanied by a be regarded as more than indicative of broad I
much larger 'number of less severe conse- differences in risk. It should be mentioned'
:uences. Radiation exposure, on the 'other however, 'that an accidental death appears to'
hand, at levels imposed by adherence to involve an average loss of about 30 years of
recommended dose-equivalent limits, is ex- life in many industries, and to be associated-,
pected to cause very few injuries or illnesses in with an approximately equal total loss of
exposed workers other than any malignant working time from industrial accidents. A
diseases which may be induced. In assessing fatal malignancy induced by occupational
the implication of dose-equivalent limits exposure to radiation would be expected to
therefore the Commission believes that the involve the loss of about 10 years of life,'
calculated rate at which fatal malignancies owing to the long latency in the development.:
might be induced by occupational exposure to of such a condition, without appreciable
radiation should in any case not exceed the associatedtimelossfromaccidents.
occupational fatality rate of industries recog- (99) When making comparisons with other -
nized as having high standards of safety. safe occupations, it should be realised that the' ;

(97) Other criteria than fatality rates could level of risk representative of a safe occupa `,
be used in ensuring that radiation exposure, as tion relates to the average risk for all workers,
controlled by recommended dose-equivalent in that occupation, the risk for individual;
limits, involves no greater hazard than in workers varying with their job and being,
other safe industries. Ideally, account should distributed around this average. A similar'
be taken of all components of the harm, or distribution of individual risks also occurs I.'
detriment, involved in the various occupations radiation work; in many cases of occupational
-including the sum of all accidents, illnesses, exposure where the Commission's system 'of
genetic defects and fatalities involved, as well dose limitation has been applied, the resultant ,
as the anxieties of workers or their families annual average dose equivalent is no'greater4,,
about the hazards or conditions of work in than one-tenth of the annual limit.t Theref0oCre
different industries. As a first approximation the application of a dose-equivalent limit pro, >¢
it can be stated that an assessment based only vides much better protection for the average7
on the mortality criterion can be regarded as worker in the group than that corresponjdifll
conservative since experience has shown that to the limit.
the non-fatal effects of irradiation are much (100) In thecaseof uniform exposure of tW
less frequent than the non-fatal effects whole body, in circumstances where the CoP,"-
encountered in; other safe occupations. mission 's recommendations, including the
However, the summation and comparison of annual dose-equivalent limit of 5o mSv, have
the diverse contributions to total detriment' been applied, the distribution of the annu
are difficult to make on an objective basis. '. dose equivalents in large occupational groups

(98) Account can be taken of some has been shown very commonly to fit a 1log*>
components of disability by estimating the normal function, with an arithmetic Ofeafl
average amount of time lost (e.g. per worker about 5 mSv, and with very few validS
year) from full activity-whether from acci- approaching the limit. The application of t.e
dents, industrial disease or, in the extreme risk factors given in paragraphs 40-60 to thy
case, by death from occupational causes. A above mean dose indicates that'the aveig 9
review of the problems involved in developing risk in'these radiation occupations is Co'.r
"Sce the Commission's report on Problems Involved in Developing an Index of Harm (in preparation). ;
fSee Annex E of the 1977 Report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiating
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parable with the average risk in other safe
industries (but see also paragraph 29).

(101) The Commission's dose-equivalent
* limits are primarily intended to ensure

adequate protection even for the most highly
exposed individuals. In many occupations
workers who are exposed near the dose.:
equivalent limits are unlikely to receive such
doses each year of their occupational life and
it would be their expected lifetime dose

- equivalent that would indicate their total
individual risk. In this sense they are
comparable with individuals who are exposed
randomly to higher risks in "safe" occupa-
tlions. Exposures consistently near the limits
would be comparable with a situation where a

- higher-than-average risk has been identified
for certain individuals in non-radiation indus-
tries.

(102) However, if the exposure of workers
in any particular occupation were to be
planned so that a large fraction of workers
received dose equivalents which approached
the annual limit, the average exposure could
risesubstantiallyabove one-tenth of the limit.
There would thus be a corresponding rise in
the average risk, even though the annual dose-
equivalent limit was not exceeded by any
individual worker. Long-continued exposure
of a considerable proportion of the workers at
or near the dose-equivalent limits would only
be acceptable if a careful cost-benefit analysis

'had shown that the higher resultant risk
would be justified.

Recommendeddose-equivalent limits. (103)
eTh Commission's recommendations are

Unintended to prevent non-stochastic effects
and to limit the occurrence of stochastic
effects to an acceptable level. The Commis-

htj;Sjn believes that non-stochiastic effects will
x Jprevented by applying a dose-equivalent
limit of 0.5 Sv (50 rem) in a year to all tissues
except the lens, for which the Commission
ecommends a limit of 0.3 Sv (30 rem) in a

Year.; These limits apply irrespective of
>helher the tissues arec exposed singly or
.gether with other organs, and they are

intended to constrain any exposure that fulfils
the limitation of stochastic effects (see
paragraphs 104-110).

(104) For stochastic effects the Commis-
sion's recommended dose limitation is based
on the principle that the risk should be equal
whether the whole body is irradiated uniform:
ly or whether there is non-uniform irradiation.
This condition will be met if

E WTHTT Hwb.b,

where, WT is a weighting factor representing
the proportion of the stochastic risk resulting
from tissue (7) to the total risk, when the
whole body is irradiated uniformly, HTis the
annual dose equivalent in tissue (7), HWb.L is
the recommended annual dose-equivalent
limit for uniform irradiation of the whole
body, namely 50 mSv (5 rem).

(105) The values of w.recommended by the
Commission are shown below:

I,

I,3

Tissue Wr

Gonads 0.25
Breast 0.15
Red bone marrow 0.12
Lung 0.12
Thyroid 0.03
Bone surfaces 0.03
Remainder 0.30

The value of WT for the remaining tissues
requires further clarification. For the reasons
statedin paragraphs58and59theCommission
recommends that a value of WT = 0.06 is
applicable to each of the five organs or tissues
of the remainder receiving the highest dose
equivalents, and that the exposure of all other
remaining tissues can be neglected. (When the
gastro-intestinal tract is irradiated, the
stomach, small intestine, upper large intestine
and lower large intestine are treated as four
separateorgans.)

(106) It is recognized that the risk associated
with a given exposure will vary with the age and
sex of the individual exposed. However, the
values of WTgiven in paragraph 105 are recom-
mended as appropriate for the protection of

A.'

0
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,-i7any worker, regardless of these sources of
variability (see also paragraph38).

(107) The values of WT presented in para-
graph 105 are intended as guidance for those
concerned with calculating secondary and
derived limits (see section F). In particular,
they are used by ICRP Committee 2 in calcu-
lating values of annual limits of intake (ALI)
for radionuclides, which take account of the
dose equivalent in each tissue. In practical
situations, however, it will usually suffice to
use the two secondary limits that arc applic-
able to external and internal exposure,
namely, the limit to the dose-equivalent index
HI (see paragraph 108) and ALI (see para-
graph 109).

(108) With external exposures to penetrat-
ing radiation, on those occasions when infor-
mation is lacking concerning the actual
distribution of dose equivalent in the body, it
is possible to assess the maximum value of
dose equivalent that would occur ifi a 30 cm
sphere (the deep dose-equivalent index, HB)*.
The limitation of the dose-equivalent index to
an annual value of 50 mSv would afford a
level of protection that would be at least as
good as that provided by the method recom-
mended in paragraph 104.

(109) With internal exposure resulting from
the intake of radionuclides protection can be
based on annual limits of intake (ALI). These
are calculated by ICRP Committee 2, from
knowledge of the various organ committed
dose equivalents per unit intake, by applica-
tion of the principles discussed in paragraphs
104 and 105; such exposures are also subject
to the limits for non-stochastic effects given
in paragraph 103.

(110) When external and internal exposures
are received together, the Commission's
recommended dose limitation for stochastic
effects will not be exceeded if:

HI 1
_ + T-Z

Heb L J.L

where, HI is the annual dose-equivalent index
H,,b.L is the annual dose-equivalent limit,
fJ is the annual intake of radionuclidej, 'J Lis
the annual limit of intake for radionuclidej.

(111) Although the Commission no longer
proposes separate annual dose-equivalent
limits for individual tissues and organs irradi.
ated singly, the implied values of such limits
may be obtained, if required, by dividing the
dose-equivalent limit HwbL (50 mSv in a year)
by the relevant value of Wr. Such values would
be subject to the limits, based on non-
stochastic effects, given in paragraph 103.

(112) It should be recognized that the limits
have been derived for application in average
situations, for all adult ages and for both sexes
and without regard to individual circum-
stances which might enhance the risk. Thel
Commission believes that, for example, any
variation in risk with age will not influence the
total risk from a lifetime exposure unless the
exposure is limited to a special group. Addi.
tional precautions and dose limitations maybe
necessary, however, to limit the irradiation or
an embryo or foetus in the caseof occupational I
exposure of pregnant women (see paragraphs
115and116).
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Planned special exposures. (113) SituationS
may occur infrequently during normal
operations when it may be necessary to permit
a few workers to receive dose equivalents inll
excess of the recommended limits. In such
circumstances external exposures or intakes
of radioactive material may be permitted
provided the dose-equivalent commitment
does not exceed twice the relevant annual lirat
in any single event, and, in a lifetime, five
times this limit. The Commission wishes 0°

... v. .

easurements, The Conceptual Basis for the Determifa2"
I Commission on Radiation Units and McasurcmCIA',
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*International Commission on Radiation Units and NI
of Dose Equivalent. ICRU Report 25. International
Washington. 1976.
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